
4.3 (Caroline DeWick)  One could not ask for a better response to this exercise.  Detailed 
measurement data abound in this report.  It allows this researcher to offer some 
conclusions that emerge directly out of the data and simply could not be substantiated 
without it.  If that wasn’t enough, take a look at the final diagram, which is an excellent 
summary indeed.    
 
Note the cute little symbols meant to represent gorillas and their relative proximities to 
each other throughout the report.  I love little doodle-like drawings like these.  Just as our 
scribble word jottings can jostle our memories in a highly personal but effective way, so 
can these.  No one else would know these represent gorillas in meaningful arrangements.  
Not only does that not matter; it makes these representations all the more wonderful.  
They do the job in exactly the way they need to, for exactly the person who needs them to 
do it.   
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Observed: Bachelor group, focus on Mosi, 1 hour session
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Notes:
 
* The 4 bachelors are being united today - Amare, 
Umande, and Mosi are already together in the 
outdoor enclosure. Azizi has reportedly been very 
aggressive towards Mosi and will be let in the 
enclosure sometime today after a few days away 
from the others. Screens are up inside to block 
visitation, but the outdoor enclosure is still visible.

I. Today’s Assignment: Spatial Mapping I.

Choose a single gorilla (to identify, look at fur 
texture, color, distinctive markings, body size, 
behaviors, favorite spots) and create a spacio-
temporal map that focuses on the gorilla’s 
relationship with the other individuals in the 
environment.  

What rules appear to guide how much of a 
cushion of space that gorilla keeps around 
themselves under different circumstances 
(relative to different gorillas, parts of the habitat, 
and during different activities)?

For analysis to follow: appropriately benchmark 
events across time and stay focused on watching 
space between the individual and other gorillas/
stuff. 

II. Context: I am going to observe Mosi in 5 minute 
(approx) chunks of time in the outdoor enclosure 
in relation to it and Amare and Umande starting at 
10:45am, 9/18/12. 

I am selecting Mosi to watch in the outdoor 
enclosure because he seems to be cast off from 
Umande today. Umande and Amare are nearly 
attached at the hip and it’s sad to see Mosi all 
alone and broken and battered. He seems very 
active today also, which is another reason I want 

to be able to track his movement and behavior 
throughout the habitat. This also marks my first 
time really observing the outdoor habitat - the 
gorillas usually stay inside, but today that is 
locked off to eventually bring up Azizi. 

III. Observations (all are Mosi’s actions unless 
otherwise noted, A and U will be used to note 
Amare and Umande, respectively)

10:45 am
- Mosi wanders to the fallen trees and back, 
seems bored, looking for entertainment, comes 
back to the other 2 boys, stays close to U.

- Mosi sits behind U. They are spaced out about 
2’ from each other, all sitting facing the glass. 
Seem occupied/interested in what is going on 
inside. It looks like there is a keeper cleaning or 
throwing out food. 
        - They reposition into  
        a triangle formation  
        after about 3 minutes.  
        Still equally spaced out,  
        perhaps moved to this  
        formation for a better  
        view of the inside? 
        - Mosi seems to not really  
        care about polite  
        distances as he moves  
        around the back of  
        Umande, nearly touching, 
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and then gets really close to Amare, peeks in on 
glass with him, again nearly touching. 

10:55 am
- Mosi skirts quickly to the end of the enclosure, 
alone. A & U follow in a dance, after about 60 
seconds, rubbing shoulders, circling around 
each other. Mosi walks back towards them and 
tries to play; places hand on A’s head, A & U just 
keep walking. Mosi seems brave in his offer, but 
has no takers. Play initiation lasts only for 30 
seconds. Mosi stays at arms length from A & U 
when they are so close to one another. 

10:59 am
- Mosi gets with in 5’ of A and then quickly steps 
back as A makes a start at him. Mosi goes to the 
end of the enclosure again and sits in the grassy 
part by fallen branches. Picks up bark. Keeps 
glancing back at others. They end up coming over 
after 60 seconds, they only come within 10’ of 
Mosi though. 

11:01 am
- Mosi makes a playful run at A. Swats at him 
a little, A ignores him and just goes to glass to 
check out what is going on inside (is he looking 
for Azizi, in anticipation or fear?). 
- Mosi then wanders along the glass and hangs 
out at the triangle glass jut-out. He has already 
peed there twice, is this marking his ground? 
- He then goes to the glass to peer in with A, gets 
very close, nearly touching, shoulder to shoulder. 
Is he mimicking his actions to try and win him over? 
Impress the cool older guy? 
- U just sits back against the bamboo and 
watches them both. 
- Mosi then perches back behind U on the hill in 
a pile of straw, looking towards both of them and 
the glass. They are spaced out about 5’ between.
- After a short time, perhaps 1-2 minutes, Mosi 

takes off to play, circles around A & U, no 
takers.
 

11:06 am
- Mosi runs to the fence where I am observing 
as apes in the other outdoor enclosure make 
noise. U & A follow, but still won’t play. Mosi 
climbs the fence right in front of me and eats 
from a tree outside of the enclosure (just as 
the noisy ape next door has done, another act of 
mimicking?). He climbs down, sits for a minute, 
and then heads over to get the guys to play 
again, running with his right arm held up a little 
in a bowling pose; like he is holding a ball - 
doesn’t walk on it. Still no takers for play. 

11:11 am
- Mosi was 20’ from the guys in the back right 
area of the enclosure, and how that A & U are 
touching, he moves within 5’. Mosi sits and 
stares downward. Picks at the grass, glances 
towards boys. After 45 seconds, body now shifts 
away from others, touches his injured brow. 
Picks at his scars. 

11:18 am
- Mosi sits with his back to the cuddling pair, 



stays about 3’ away. After a few seconds, he 
leaves the cuddle zone, goes to the triangular 
jut-out again. Keeps peeking back at the boys. 
Legs crossed. Keeps looking back. Jealous?

11:22am 
- Joins back with others. Very close. Arm’s length 
away. Only stays for about 20 seconds. Then joins 
A against glass to look inside, mimicking his 
actions again. Stays 5’ from him on his right. 

- U joins them at glass. Mosi puts himself 
between A & U and then A& U leave the glass. 
Mosi goes up the hill to sit alone. Snacks on 
lettuce and grass and looks on.

11:27 am
- Mosi sees motion inside and heads up away, 
perches on rocks. Looks back at the boys and 
heads down to join them.

11:31 am
- Mosi sits back against the bamboo spears and 
U& A cuddle. He moves towards glass and moves 
back and forth across it. 
- He moves 10-12’ from the glass and the boys, 
keeps glancing towards them. He moves away, 
turns from them and picks at grass. Seems bored 
and lonely. 

11:38 am
- Azizi is released. He sprints into the outdoor 
enclosure and Mosi, U & A head inside through 
the opposite door. Mosi runs from the rock area, 
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but not too quickly. Doesn’t want to bring attention 
to himself? Azizi is by the triangular jut-out and 
stands there in a very aggressive stance for about 
2 minutes. I can no longer see Mosi.

11:40 End

IV. General Insights
 Mosi has become somewhat of an outcast. 
Amare and Umande seem to have a very special 
bond and now seem to be leaving Mosi out. He 
tries to get close and break the barrier that is 
now separating him from his friend, but Amare 
does not seem interested in a relationship with 
him. Mosi even rubs shoulders and mimics 
Amare, but Amare is so fixated on Umande that 
this tactic does not work. Mosi then instead tries 
to get close to both and then retreat to draw 
attention. Umande and Amare will move together 
towards Mosi, but only to seemingly check things 
out, not participate in any activity.
 Play is no longer taking place and though 
Mosi tries to initiate it, he has no luck. He seems 
to know that he has to try to initiate play through 
Amare, not Umande anymore. He does this with 
gentle tapping on Amare’s head, walking quickly 
backwards as Amare walks forward. This frontal 
approach likely demonstrates that Mosi means 
no harm, just wants to have fun. This play tactic 
also seems to show he knows the “rules” of 
hierarchy in the new tribe as he is only joshing 
with Amare, not Umande. He is not as aggressive 
about play (no chasing or pounding hands on 
things like usual) and instead fiddles with grass 
or bark in the enclosure.
 Mosi also seemed to select a few favorite 
spots in the habitat from which to observe 
Umande and Amare. He urinated 3 times by the 
triangular jut-out, marking his territory. This spot 
offered close proximity to Umade and Amare’s 
cuddle spot and also ability to see inside. He 
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would also perch on the rocks against the back of 
the habitat which offered the same advantages of 
being within 15’ of the boys and a view inside. 
 
V. Further Analysis
Challenges:
 It was hard at times to judge distances 
when observing Mosi in the outdoor enclosure 
and assign reason to them. Though I have a 
background in architecture, there were few 
things with which to judge distance in the habitat 
(no ceiling tiles, no regular human furnishings/
fixtures) and I was quite far away. I tried to judge 
based on arm’s length or general guesses based 
on sight alone. I also felt that I was projecting 
a lot of feeling and emotion to these distances 
because Mosi looked so distraught and sad. He 
had obvious wounds and was much more slow 
moving and melancholy this week.  
What worked well:
 It was very interesting to watch the 
new bachelor group this week and get a 
glimpse of what social distances really mean 
to these animals. Focusing on time and space 
relationships was a very interesting topic for me 
to concentrate on, especially with Mosi being an 
outcast. I thought I was analyzing this before, but 
not with such precision or thought. 
 It was clear that touching and being close 
represents a very intimate bond and that when 
an outcast tries to break that distance barrier 
and place himself inside, that unless the other 
two are willing, he will not be able to break the 
emotional bond (even if he breaks the physical 
barrier). I think this observation helped truly 
cement our readings from Hall and reinforce the 
different levels of social distance and meaning. It 
was amazing to see all of this take place without 
words, or humans for that matter, and realize 
that all species have unsaid rules of cultural and 
social space. 

Surprises:
 I was very surprised that Umande and 
Mosi’s close friendship had been so altered by 
the introduction of Amare and Azizi. I was also 
surprised to not see any play whatsoever. It 
was such a dominate activity with the younger 
bachelors that I surely thought it would remain 
even if the older boys joined in. Could it have 
gone away because Azizi wouldn’t tolerate it? Is 
that what got Mosi beat up? How long will it take 
for them to chase and wrestle again? 
 I was also surprised that Umande and 
Amare were so close the entire time. My previous 
inklings that Umande and Mosi were super close 
has now changed due to seeing Amare resting on 
Umande and cuddling him like a lover. Is this a 
next level in social intimacy for the two gorillas? 
Chris mentioned that sex is not talked about 
at zoos, especially same sex relationships - I 
will be very interested to see how Umande and 
Amare continue to grow together and how Azizi’s 
presence may alter this. 
Next time:
 I want to continue to watch the 
relationships of the bachelors. I am fascinated 
by the new closeness of Amare and Umande and 
am curious to see how Azizi either accepts this 
or tries to break it apart. Observing the physical 
distances between the bachelors and studying 
Hall’s readings more will be a great help in this 
task. I am very curious how Mosi will adapt to 
the lack of play and the lack of a partner in crime 
as well. Watching his well-being and emotional 
reaction will be tricky, but I want to try. 
Follow up/Concentration:
 As mentioned previously, I want to 
finish the Hall book and continue to watch the 
bachelors. I think the opportunity to watch 
this new bachelor group develop will be an 
immensely educational one and I’m excited to 
see where it goes.   
  



VI. Field Notes
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